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We have recently proposed a new principle of stimulated spin-flip photon emission in metallic ferromagnets, originating from the electron-photon interaction, with strength proportional to the large exchange energy in the ferromagnet, exceeding by orders of magnitude typical Zeeman energies for electrons in external magnetic fields [1] . A giant lasing effect is expected if the spin-population inversion is achieved by spin injection in a suitable nano-device, such as a photon resonator-integrated magnetic point-contact array [2] . The expected frequency range is dictated by the exchange splitting in the active ferromagnetic region, typically 10-100 THz, and the optical gain is expected to exceed that of conventional compact semiconductor lasers by 3 to 4 orders of magnitude due to the vastly higher carrier density in metals. If successful, such metal-based spin-flip lasers should be a breakthrough in the field of spin-photo-electronics.
We have recently reported experimental evidence for stimulated spin-flip photon emission in metals in the Zeeman-split configuration, with minority and majority spin injection into near-ballistic, � 1 0 nm-sized point contacts [3] . In this report we make the next step toward a spin-flip laser and integrate an array of magnetic point contacts into disk-shaped photon resonators we recently proposed [2] , 10-50 /lm in diameter. We observe giant, threshold-type resistance excitations for high current pumping correlated with infrared emission, consistent with the expected lasing action in the system.
We have developed a process for producing � 10 nm-range point contacts, embedded as an array into a dielectric matrix, integrated into photon resonators for the far-infrared to THz range radiation. The active region is structured using a colloidal lithography mask, with the diameter of the individual openings in the AI-strengthened Si02 of approximately 10 nm.
Such a composite metal/dielectric active region has greatly enhanced properties compared to conventional lasers [2] , with two key advantages being that the enhanced photon field of the high-dielectric, highly-transparent resonator is strongly coupled to the point-contact cores, while the heat is efficiently transferred by electron and phonon drain into the massive metallic electrodes.
For the above design, with strong enough spin injection and high non-equilibrium spin accumulation in the contact core, any photon emitted by a spin-flip process is contained within the device and enhanced by the high dielectric constant of the oxide matrix of the active region. This photon, due to the high transparency of the oxide matrix, is long lived and therefore has a high probability to stimulate another spin-flip event. At a critical injection current, the lifetime of the emitted photon exceeds the effective photon absorption rate in the resonator and a cascading avalanche of spin-flip transitions can then take place, generating high-density electromagnetic modes in the cavity. This threshold for the stimulated spin-flip photon emission is expected to manifest itself as threshold-type changes in the physical characteristics of the device, such as its current-voltage characteristics. We indeed observe such threshold-type excitations, correlated with optical emission from the devices, as detailed below.
Figure la shows the differential resistance of a 36 /lm-diameter resonator. The zero-bias resistance is � 1 n and increases monotonously with bias, characteristic of phonon relaxation (heating) in point contacts [4] . The current densities are very high when compared to the typical current carrying capacity in bulk metals, up to � 1 010 A/cm2 per point contact in this case. This exceeds the melting current densities in the respective bulk metals and is possible in point contacts due to the good electronic and thermal contact with the massive metal electrodes, serving as vast electron and phonon baths. The above extreme current density is the key in achieving the critical spin-population inversion in the system [1, 3] . When that occurs, photon emission and stimulated photon emission can take place, accompanied by an abrupt increase in the radiation power density in the resonator. At this point the rate of stimulated emission can exceed the photon absorption in the resonator, resulting in a lasing action in the device, visible as abrupt step-like changes in the differential resistance as well as directly in the current-voltage characteristics (Fig.  1 b) . The additional power transferred into the photon field from the electrical injection increases the effective resistance of the device and, estimating from the I-V, can reach the order of 10 mW.
The magnitude of the resistance changes observed are giant compared to any know relaxation processes in metallic point contacts [4] , which we interpret as follows. In the enclosed resonator the photon field builds up with the only dissipation channel being generation of heat in the skin depth of the metallic mirrors/electrodes. (Stimulated emission dominates the photonic processes in the device, but itself leads to no dissipation of photons.) At the threshold injection the lasing photon field eventually dissipates into heat, raising the temperature of the device. A rise in temperature of 100-200 degrees can be expected in a 10-100 11m size device dissipating �1O mW, and would naturally raise the temperature of the point contacts. This in turn would lead to an abrupt �2-fold increase in the contact resistance, comparable to the smooth 2-fold phonon heating seen at maximum negative bias.
An interesting feature of the observed I-V characteristics is the fall off in the resistance at still higher bias and no excitations on the return path to low bias. This is consistent with the above interpretation, since the heated point-contact core has reduced or fully diminished magnetization due to thermal disorder, and would not therefore possess the spin-flip photon resonance providing the original emission. We note that the relevant spin-splitting in fI' (F) is proportional to a product of the exchange constant and the magnetization, which is a function of temperature [3] . After cooling off at low bias, repeated I-V sweeps reproduce the effect, with some devices successfully tested over hours and days, as shown in Fig.l . The data also show that the effect is bi-polar, as expected, with the threshold bias and intensity different for different polarities ..
In order to directly verify the optical nature of the observed effect we have fabricated and measured partially open resonators. Compared to the fully enclosed resonators , here the top electrode is displaced by a fraction of the diameter and leaves the Si02 matrix open to radiate. The electro-magnetic modes in the composite matrix, visualized using a numerical simulation of the device (see also [2] ), should have a high intensity at the opening. A pyroelectric sensor (two-element differential, no optical filer) is faced to the opening for detecting radiation from the device, in the far-infrared to THz range (>5 11m). Hz chopper between the sample and the sensor and the lock-in time constant of 1 second. This arrangement is sensitive to both the relatively slow-varying IR-radiation due to the heating of the sample as a whole and direct spin-flip radiation from the resonator. The former is parabolic and has the typical time constant of � 100 sec (not shown; often nearly identical to the 'phonon-parabola' in Fig. 3a) . The latter is due to electronic transitions and should have orders of magnitude sharper onsets. The data shows a peak in the IR signal, correlated with the 50% excitation in the resonator's electrical resistance, on top of the nearly constant thermal-background signal of � 1.1 m V.
A 42 /lm diameter resonator, measured differentially, without the chopper, sensitive only to changes in the IR-radiation on the scale of � 1 Hz or faster, shows large spikes in the IR-signal, correlated with the large-magnitude conduction excitation. This detection method subtracts the slowly-varying thermal component from the IR-signal, sensing the fast component, which must be of electronic origin as it correlates well with the conduction excitations. The measured optical data support the above interpretation of stimulated spin-pumped photon emission in the device. In conclusion, we have fabricated ballistic-range magnetic point contact arrays integrated in IR-THz range metal-oxide resonators and observed threshold-type I-V excitations of giant magnitude, correlated with optical emission from the devices, consistent with the expected spin-flip laser effect in the system
